HOUSE PROUD
TODAY’S TASTEMAKERS ON THEIR OWN TURF

ASHLEY HICKS IN LONDON
TINO ZERVUDACHI ON HYDRA
MARTYN LAWRENCE BULLARD IN PALM SPRINGS
BATHS

small wonders
Ask Katie Ridder—there’s no better place to sprinkle some magic than a powder room

The smaller the space, the bigger the opportunity, at least when it’s a powder room by Katie Ridder. “Powder rooms don’t have to relate to any other space,” the interior designer explains, which means that flights of fancy are encouraged. And because these guest baths often are minuscule, one can embrace extravagances that a budget wouldn’t allow for in a larger expanse. Thus, Ridder has smartened powder-room walls coast to coast in eye-popping wallpapers, shimmering gild and gild, and even pretty, handmade porcelain flowers. “People are really open to a statement room because it isn’t a space you’re exposed to all the time,” says Ridder, who also deploys sculptural mirrors to thrilling effect. “So why not make it something surprising?” With just that spirit in mind, we’ve rounded up our favorite wallpapers and mirrors.

feel the pulls
For that final, jewel-like flourish—be it in a powder room or a master bath—accent your vanity drawers with refined pulls in exotic materials and unexpected profiles.

**SA BAXTER**
Stacked Coin cabinet knob in polished nickel. 1.5" w.; to the trade. sabaxter.com

**EMTEK**
Brookmont crystal knob in tangleo. 1" dia.; $15. emtek.com

**LIBERTY HARDWARE**
Fluted cabinet knob in polished nickel. 1.25" dia.; $5. homedepot.com

**OCHRE**
Horn handle with bronze. 2" w.; $155. ochre.net

**H. THEOPHILE**
Monogrammed Dutch pull in polished brass. 1.5" dia.; $129. htheophile.com

**VESTA**
Firesky knob in polished brass. 1.5" dia.; $179. vestafile.com